Observers presented with pairs of figures differing in area (SIZE) or aspect ratio (SHAPE) spontaneously make use of both height and width differences. whether or not they are forced to do so by between-interval jittering or even instructed to do so. SHAPE discrimination is considerably better than SIZE discrimination. The superiority of SHAPE discrimination is probably due to partial correlation between the encoding noise of height and width of a figure.
Introduction
When investigating aspect ratio (SHAPE) or area (SIZE) discrimination of simple two-dimensional figures, It has been customary to take steps to assure that observers do in fact take into account both dimensions (height and width) of the figures, and not just one of them. For example, Woodworth (1938) asked his two subjects to discriminate between the aspect ratios of pairs of rectangles of different areas. In recent years the strategy has been to jitter height and width of the stimuli randomly and independently on every presentation (Morgan, 2005; Nachmias, 2008; Regan & Hamstra, 1992) .
But whatever its virtues, jittering also degrades discrimination performance. Morgan (2005) showed in effect that the greater the difference in aspect ratio between comparison and test stimuli, the poorer SIZE discrimination becomes. This trend was confirmed and extended by Nachmias (2008) who also used a condition where in a random 50% of trials, the values of the jittered variables were the same in the two intervals of a trial. Since the observer had no way of knowing in advance whether the pair of stimuli in a particular trial were jittered or not, responses on all trials were based presumably on both dimensions of the stimuli. However, whatever the magnitude of the between-interval difference of the jittered variables, Nachmias (2008) found that SHAPE discrimination is superior to SIZE discrimination. As Morgan (2005) pointed out, one would expect both discriminations to be equally difficult if one assumes that both are based on independently noisy estimates of the height and width of the stimuli. The assumption was implicit in previous authors' puzzlement as to why aspect ratio discrimination is so good (e.g. Woodworth, 1938) . However, if the encoding noise of height and width of each figure is even partially correlated, then aspect ratio discrimination might be favored, because it involves division of height and width estimates -in effect cancelling the correlated noise. However, the magnitude of this benefit might depend on the extent to which the remaining noise is correlated between standard and test figures, and thus might depend on whether the figures are presented simultaneously or successively. This model and its implications are more fully developed in Section 4.
The initial impetus for the present study was the question of what would happen when no jittering at all was employed on any trial. Observers' task was to choose between pairs of stimuli of the same aspect ratio but different SIZE, or of different SHAPE but the same area. On both blocks of trials, observers were simply asked to pick the taller member of the pair. If under those instructions, judgements depended only on the height of the rectangles, then what happens to the width should be irrelevant. Would observers then avail themselves of the opportunity to base judgements on a single dimension, and would the difference between SIZE and SHAPE discrimination then disappear? 2. Experiment 1 2.1. Methods
Apparatus and stimuli
Except as noted, the standard stimulus was a black square in the center of a circular gray window (luminance = 34 cd/m 2 ). The stimuli were presented on an analog 17 00 monitor, viewed binocularly from 173 cm. At that distance, pixel size was approximately 0.7 min arc. The diameter of the circular window was 632 pixels, subtending 7.1°. It had a 5 Â 5 pixel black fixation mark in the center. The standard stimulus was a 200 Â 200 pixel square. The center of the stimuli were randomly shifted on each presentation within a 40 Â 40 pixel area around the center of the window in order to prevent the ''white space'' between figure and edge of window being used as a cue. Stimulus generation, data collection and analysis were performed with MATLAB software incorporating appropriate routines from the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) .
General procedure
A two-alternative, temporal forced-choice procedure with feedback was employed, Each trial consisted of two 0.17 s observation intervals separated by 0.5 s. A standard stimulus appeared in one of the two intervals chosen at random on each trial, while a test stimulus was shown in the other one. Trials were presented in blocks of 80-90 trials, with brief rest intervals between blocks. The first 10-20 trials of each block were not used in data analysis.
The critical parameter of the test stimuli was varied by a double-staircase psychophysical method (see Nachmias, 2006) . The critical parameter will be described later in each section.
Data analysis
For each observer, trials under the same condition were pooled across blocks of trials collected over 1-2 days. The resulting sets of data comprised a minimum of 240-360 trials, Each trial was represented by the decision variable, D, defined as the log of the height, aspect ratio or area of the test stimulus, minus the corresponding value for the standard stimulus. The response measure, R, was the proportion of trials on which the observer reported that the test stimulus was 'greater' than the standard. Cumulative Gaussian psychometric functions were fitted separately to each set of R vs. D. The fitting was done with psignifit version 2.5.6 (see http://bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/), a software package which implements the maximum-likelihood method described by Wichmann & Hill (2001) . The beta parameter estimated by psignifit is the standard deviation of the best-fitting cumulative Gaussian; it was converted to the conventional Weber fraction, W = 10^beta À 1, which is plotted in the figures below.
Participants
Altogether 16 University of Pennsylvania students participated in this experiment. All reported to have 20/20 acuity, in some cases after correction.
Results

Basic data
Two types of trial blocks were used, in both of which the staircase varied the height of the test stimulus, by a factor x. In one type of block, the aspect ratio of the test stimulus was changed while its area was kept constant by dividing its width by the same factor. In the other type, the area of the test stimulus was changed while its aspect ratio was kept constant by multiplying its width by the same factor. The former will be referred to as SHAPE blocks, the latter as SIZE blocks. In effect the correlation between height and width changes was +1 in SIZE blocks and À1 in SHAPE blocks. The terms SIZE and SHAPE were not used in instructions to participants, who were simply asked to select the taller of the rectangles presented in each trial. Thus the task they were given was exactly the same on both types of blocks.
The Weber Fractions for height of eight participants are plotted in Fig. 1 . For every one of them, discrimination is better on SHAPE blocks than on SIZE blocks. Of course there is no way of telling from these data alone if participants actually used test/standard height ratios as their criterion, rather than width ratios, or combined both dimensions as area ratios or aspect ratio ratios. To emphasize this uncertainty, the means and confidence intervals of the same data are plotted in Fig. 2 as both ID (height) and 2D (area or aspect ratio) Weber Fractions. These two types of Weber Fractions are related as follows:
Using both dimensions whether or not there is jittering
The previous results strongly suggest that observers were not basing their responses solely on the height of the figures on both SHAPE and SIZE blocks.
However, one anonymous reviewer of a previous version of this paper pointed out that they might have done so on SIZE blocks, because while they might be able to calculate difference or ratios of sides of figures, they cannot calculate their sums or products. In that case, if the encoding noise of height and width were independent, one might expect SIZE thresholds to be 1.41 times higher than SHAPE thresholds. This hypothesis is consistent with the data so far presented, but would lead one to expect that observers would be unable to make SIZE judgement if SHAPE were jittered, which is not the case, as has long been known, and will be demonstrated again below.
After the basic data were collected, the same eight participants were now for the first time explicitly instructed to base their responses on the relative SIZE (area) or the relative SHAPE (aspect ratio) of test and standard figures, and thus make use of both height and width of the figures. To encourage them to do so, the following jittering procedure was used: On every trial, the height of the stimuli was set by multiplying their base value by a factor y = 1 + J, where J was randomly drawn from a uniform distribution spanning the interval [À0.5, 0.5]. The width was then multiplied by the same factor y to obtain the desired area, or divided by the same factor to obtain the desired aspect ratio. In effect, area was jittered over a 9:1 range on SHAPE trials and aspect ratio was jittered over a similar range on SIZE trials. Since different random draws were used for test and standard stimuli, between-interval height or width differences alone were no longer reliable predictors of SHAPE or SIZE differences. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for SIZE discrimination by the results of one participant. Proportion of 'greater' judgements are clearly correlated with test/standard ratio of area (SIZE), but not of height.
Jittering was used on a random half of all trials within a block. On the remaining trials, heights and widths were adjusted in a similar manner, except that the same value of J was used on both standard and test stimuli of a trial. In this subset of trials, the same range of values of height and width were employed as in the jittered trials, but instead of there being a between-interval and between-trial variation of the dimensions of the stimuli, there was only a between-trial variation, which will be referred to as roving. The two types of trials jittered and roved were randomly intermixed. Observers were specifically instructed to respond on the basis of SIZE or SHAPE differences, and to avoid responding on the basis of differences along a single dimension.
Means and confidence intervals of Weber Fractions for SIZE and SHAPE are plotted in Fig. 4 . Both SIZE and SHAPE discrimination is better in the roved trials. Also in both types of trials, SHAPE discrimination is much better than SIZE discrimination. Each participants's data show the same trend. These findings are in qualitative agreement with those of Nachmias (2008) .
Since participants were not even told about the existence of the two types of trials within each block, they presumably made use of information from both dimensions of the stimuli on all trials. On the other hand, in the basic condition, information from a single dimension would have sufficed, and for that reason the basic experiment was repeated after the jittered/roved condition was run, in order to see whether being forced to use both dimensions changed performance in any way.
Results of the basic conditions and of the roved subset of trials of the roved/jittered condition are shown in Fig. 5 . In this and most subsequent figures 1-dimensional Weber Fractions will be displayed The three sets of bars in this figure are strikingly similar: SHAPE discrimination is considerably better than SIZE discrimination before, during, and after experience with jittering, and about to the same extent. SHAPE discrimination in the roved subset of trials seems to be a bit better, but a 2-way anova fails to find a significant interaction between the SHAPE/SIZE variable and the before/ during/after variable. So since observer had to use information from both dimensions in the roved/jittered condition, they probably used it also in the basic condition, in which information from a single dimension would have sufficed.
SHAPE, SIZE and HEIGHT trials in separate and mixed blocks
On blocks of trials where the two stimuli in every trial differ in the same way, either in SIZE or SHAPE, it is possible for the obser- Fig. 3 . Data from one observer asked to judge area on trials with aspect ratio jitter. D is either test/standard ratio of heights or areas. ver to use the same criterion throughout any given block, but a different criterion in different blocks. even though they could have used a 1-dimensional criterion (height) in all blocks. In a further effort to encourage these eight observers to use only one criterion, SIZE and SHAPE trials were randomly intermixed within the same blocks. In those sessions, which were run prior to the roved/jittered sessions. mixed and uniform blocks of trials were randomly alternated.
Performance under those two conditions is compared in Fig. 6 . It seems that even in the mixed blocks, observers are not basing their judgements on height alone. Though discrimination is overall slightly (but not significantly) worse in mixed blocks, it is still better for SHAPE than for SIZE. The same trend is shown in Fig. 8 which plots data from a separate group of four participants, to be discussed further below.
So far, the standard rectangle was actually a square, 200 Â 200 pixels. To see if there is anything special about squares, a standard rectangle of height/width ratio 1.4 (237 Â 169 pixels) was also tested in some sessions; SHAPE and SIZE trials were presented in separate blocks. Results with the two standards are compared in Fig. 7 . Performance is only slightly better with a square standard. Regan & Hamstra (1992) report much bigger effects of base aspect ratio, but they tested a much larger range of values.
In the results presented so far, observers were asked to make relative height judgements in the presence of correlated width differences. There were also blocks of trials in which width remained unchanged, and between-trial differences were only in height. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , Weber Fractions on those blocks, are intermediate to those from SHAPE and SIZE blocks. If judgements depended only on the height of the rectangles, then what happens to the width should be irrelevant. Instead, negatively correlated changes in width (as on SHAPE trials) seem to make the task easier, while positively correlated changes (as on SIZE trials) seems to make the task harder, than when no change in width occurs. The intermediate difficulty of HEIGHT trials holds even when they are intermixed with SHAPE and SIZE trials. This is shown in Fig. 8 which plots data from the separate group of four participants; they were tested only with a square standard.
It should be noted that changing only the height of a rectangle produces a change in both its area and aspect ratio, though not as great a change as on SHAPE and SIZE trials with comparable height changes. The eight participants who had SHAPE, SIZE, and HEIGHT trials in separate blocks, also had blocks of trials where the width of the rectangles was shrunk to a constant value of 10 pixels, resulting in a standard that was effectively a single vertical line either 200 or 237 pixels high. Weber Fractions for line length were Fig. 6 . Weber Fractions for height when SIZE and SHAPE trials were in separate or mixed blocks of trials. Fig. 7 . Weber Fractions from separate blocks with only height differences compared to those with SIZE or SHAPE differences. significantly higher than on HEIGHT trials (0.069 vs. 0.046). This calls into question the previous practice of using height discrimination of rectangles as a basis for predicting aspect ratio or area discrimination (Morgan, 2005; Nachmias, 2008) . Woodworth (1938) , however, used length discrimination of a single line for that purpose and found it to be slightly worse than aspect ratio discrimination. Fig. 9 displays comparable results from the present study: Weber Fractions for aspect ratio are very slightly, but not significantly lower than for line length. Note that as in Figs. 2-5, 2-dimensional Weber Fractions for aspect ratio (SHAPE) are used.
Experiment 2
In most research on this general topic observers had to compare figures presented successively, one notable recent exception being Morgan (2005) where simultaneous comparison was used. Experiment 2 was designed to compare SIZE and SHAPE discrimination under these two procedures.
Methods
Stimuli
The standard figures in this experiment were slightly smaller, 150 Â 150 pixels, and they were shown within a square gray field of 632 Â 632 pixels, with a fixation mark in the center. In Experiment 1, the stimuli to be compared were presented roughly in the same location. Because this could not be done when the two stimuli appeared simultaneously, on each trial the two stimuli were presented in different locations, roughly 300 pixels (3.5 deg arc) up and to the right and down and to the left of the fixation point. In TFC blocks of trials, the stimuli were presented successively, the first one in the upper left location, while the second, in the lower right location. In SFC blocks, both stimuli were presented simultaneously. In both types of blocks, the location of standard and test was randomly alternated.
There were two phases of Experiment 2 which differed as follows: 1. The figures in phase A were rectangles, in phase B, ovals; 2. In phase A, the actual vertical location of the stimuli was jittered randomly within a ±40 pixel range on each presentation. In phase B, location was jittered within ±40 pixels both vertically and horizontally. In both phases, participants were asked to base their responses on the relative height of the two figures presented in the trial.
Participants
Six of the eight participants in the main part of Experiment 1 were still available for phase A of this experiment; In addition, three other Penn students were recruited, for a total pool of nine. Four from this pool of nine participated in phase B of Experiment 2.
Results
The data from the six participants common to Experiment 1 and phase A (TFC blocks) of Experiment 2 afford an opportunity to assess the effects of the differences in stimulus size and eccentricity in these two experiments. In the group data there were no statistically significant differences. though Weber Fractions in Experiment 2 tended to be higher, particularly in SIZE blocks.
All the results from phase A with rectangles are summarized in Fig. 10 . Discrimination in the successive condition (TFC) is similar to that in Experiment 1: Weber Fractions for SHAPE are clearly smaller than those for SIZE. When test and standard stimuli are presented simultaneously (SFC condition), this difference disappears. A 2-way ANOVA reveals a very significant interaction between the SHAPE/SIZE and the SFC/TFC factors (p < .01). (Because there were considerable individual differences between observers, for the purposes of statistical analysis, the data for each condition were normalized by the participant's average across all conditions in this experiment.)
Furthermore, while SIZE discrimination improves when the stimuli to be compared are shown simultaneously, SHAPE discrimination actually declines. The decline of SHAPE discrimination is statistically significant (p = 0.016), though the improvement in SIZE discrimination is not. One possible explanation for this surprising result is that participants were actually using different criteria when comparing simultaneously rather than successively presented stimuli. For example, the lower edge of the upper rectangle and the upper edge of the lower rectangle were close to each other and so is the (unjittered) separation between each of them and the fixation point. Of course that information is available in both the SFC and TFC conditions, but perhaps it is more salient in the former. So in this simultaneous condition, effectively both SHAPE and SIZE discrimination might have become the same thing, namely width discrimination.
Phase B was designed to reduce the likelihood that such unintended cues would be used by the participants. The stimuli were changed from rectangles to ovals, which have less clearly defined lower edges, and the location of both stimuli in a trial were jittered horizontally as well as vertically, to make lateral separation an Fig. 10 . SHAPE and SIZE discrimination for rectangles under simultaneous (SFC) and successive (TFC) viewing conditions. Fig. 11 . SHAPE and SIZE discrimination for ovals under simultaneous (SFC) and successive (TFC) viewing conditions. unreliable cue. Weber Fractions for ovals from phase B are shown in Fig. 11 . They reveal the same general trend as is seen in Fig. 10 for rectangles, though this time SHAPE discrimination is superior to SIZE discrimination under both SFC and TFC. However, there is a very significant interaction between the SHAPE/SIZE and SFC/ TFC variables (p = 0.005).
In contrast to the finding in Phase A, SHAPE discrimination does not differ significantly in SFC and TFC but SIZE discrimination is superior in TFC (p = 0.014). I have also found that line length discrimination and Gabor contrast discrimination are better with simultaneously viewed stimuli (unpublished data).
Discussion
Spontaneous use of both dimensions
To succeed in SIZE or SHAPE discrimination in the presence of between-interval jittering one must use both dimensions of the stimuli, because between-interval differences in height or width alone are not reliable cues. Such differences would be reliable on roved trials, but since those trials were randomly intermixed with jittered ones, observers presumably made use of both dimensions in both sets of trials. However, performance on the roved subset turned out to be about the same as on blocks where there was no jittering of any kind, and where there was thus no requirement to use both dimensions. In short, it seems as if observers spontaneously use both height and width in SIZE and SHAPE discrimination, whether they are forced to do so or not. Thus the strategy of jittering which has been used for many years turns out to be superfluous.
Why is SHAPE discrimination superior to SIZE discrimination?
Morgan (2005) stated the default hypothesis that both types of discrimination are based on a linear combination of independently noisy estimates of height and width; on that assumption, SHAPE and SIZE discrimination should be equally good. Since SHAPE discrimination is clearly superior to SIZE discrimination, the hypothesis cannot explain both discriminations, but it might explain one of them. Morgan (2005) concluded that it can explain SHAPE discrimination, while SIZE discrimination involves 'special heuristics'. On the other hand, Nachmias (2008) argued that the hypothesis could account for SIZE discrimination, but he alluded to the possibility that we may be especially sensitive to deviation from an aspect ratio of unity because the underlying variables are equal. That notion now seems unlikely, in view of the results shown in Fig. 6 : the superiority of SHAPE over SIZE discrimination is just as evident with a standard stimulus of aspect ratio 1.4, in which height and width are discriminably different.
Furthermore, there were methodological differences between the two studies, and both relied on measurements of height (and, in the case of Morgan, height and width) discrimination of rectangles and ovals as the basis for their predictions. This implicitly assumes that height and width are ''separable'' dimensions, which they well might not be (e.g., Krantz & Tversky, 1975) . Nachmias (2008) raised the possibility that the encoding noises for height and width might not be independent, but only briefly considered the case in which they are perfectly correlated. But the encoding noise need not be completely correlated for SHAPE discrimination to be superior to SIZE discrimination. This hypothesis for the superiority of SHAPE discrimination is analogous to the 'common mode' noise rejection believed to inhere in 'opponent processes' in vision such as those in color vision, as originally proposed by Buchsbaum & Gottschalk (1983) . Such a hypothesis for SIZE and SHAPE discrimination is presented in detail in Appendix A.
Successive vs. simultaneous comparison
Clearly SIZE and SHAPE discrimination are not the same under simultaneous and successive viewing conditions. This may account for some of the differences between the results of Morgan (2005 ) & Nachmias (2008 . Some of these differences, may be artifactual, as suggested in Section 3.2, in the sense that one may be comparing 'apples to oranges', as it were: that is, different properties are being compared in the two presentation conditions. One possible reason why SIZE, but not SHAPE discrimination is better when stimuli are simultaneously presented is that memory for SIZE may deteriorate more rapidly than memory for SHAPE. The SOA in this study was 0 in SFC and approximately 600 ms in TFC. To test this notion, it would be desirable to be able to vary the SOA within and beyond this range -but without introducing apparent motion artifacts or exhausting participants.
Another possible reason for the improvement of SIZE discrimination in simultaneous presentation has to do with the encoding noise that is common to height and width of each figure. In the modeling of successive discrimination, it was assumed that this noise was uncorrelated in test and standard figures. However, when the figures are presented simultaneously, that noise might well be partially correlated between figures (see Appendix A, Fig. A1 for illustration).
Mixed trial types, combined decision variables
It makes little or no difference if SHAPE and SIZE trials are presented in separate or in mixed blocks. This suggests that perhaps both SHAPE and SIZE comparisons are made on every trial and the combination of the results of these comparisons determine the observer's response. There are various possible schemes for the combination of decision variables. The most straightforward is a weighted linear addition of decision variables, analogous to the cue combination model used by Oruç, Maloney, & Landy (2003) . In this case the weights are inversely proportional to the variance associated with each decision variable (cf. Appendix A). Such a hypothesis accounts for the superiority of SHAPE to SIZE discrimination in both separate and mixed trials. It also explains why HEIGHT discrimination is intermediate between SHAPE and SIZE discrimination.
Why does jittering degrade discrimination?
Between-interval jittering was originally intended to force observers to use both height and width in judging aspect ratios of rectangles. Granted that this study has shown that jittering is not necessary for this purpose, the question remains why it degrades performance relative to that in randomly intermingled trials without jittering. One possibility is that while both dimensions are used most of the time, occasionally judgements are based on one dimension only. In the case of SIZE judgments, such a 'non-optimal' strategy only affects performance in the presence of jittering. However, whether or not jittering is involved, occasionally using only one dimension reduces the benefits of common mode noise rejection for SHAPE judgements, on which the superiority of SHAPE to SIZE discrimination depends. Therefore, the relative effect of jittering for SHAPE and SIZE discrimination is a bit harder to predict because it depends on assumptions about the relative frequency of using suboptimal strategies under different circumstances.
The linear weighted combination assumption also has consequences for jittering. In effect when one jitters SHAPE on SIZE trial blocks, or vice versa, one is actually adding noise to the correct decision variable, thus degrading performance. However, from computer simulations of the amount of jittering employed in Experiment 1, it seems that the predicted reduction in performance is much greater than that actually found. So a complete understanding of even a task as simple is discrimination between two figures is still elusive.
Appendix A. Partial correlation model
Rectangles and ovals are defined by two variables, horizontal and vertical sides in the case of rectangles, and vertical and horizontal axes in the case of ovals; the term 'side' will be used to refer to both in the following exposition.
Each side of the standard and test figures, s, is represented internally by the quantity S, where S ¼ sð1 þ n 1 þ n 2 Þ n 1 and n 2 are draws from zero-mean normal distributions of variances v 1 and v 2 . While n 1 is a separate draw for each side of both figures, n 2 is the same for the two sides of a given figure. Thus the encoding noise perturbing the two sides of a figure are partially correlated, to an extent depending on the relative values of v 1 and v 2 : r 12 = v 2 /V, where V = 0.05 is the total encoding noise variance. n 1 and n 2 will be referred to as side noise and figure noise, respectively.
The internal representations of the variables defining each figure are multiplied and divided to yield the estimates of SIZE and SHAPE, respectively. The ratio of comparable measures of the test and standard figures, perturbed by an additional source of noise, decision noise is the decision variable. Results of Monte Carlo simulations of an observer incorporating this model are summarized in Fig. A1 .
Each Weber Fraction is based on 10,000 trials run according to the procedure described in Section 2.1.2. Note that as the correlation coefficient goes up, Weber fraction for SIZE increases and that for SHAPE goes down. In fact, for correlation coefficient of 1, the value for SHAPE is limited only by the decision noise. The left panel of Fig. A1 embodies the assumption that the variance of the decision noise is the same as the total variance of the encoding noise. On that assumption, the correlation coefficient for the encoding noise of height and width, r 12 , as estimated from the data of Experiment 1, is around 0.75.
The implicit assumption in the above simulation was that the noise common to both dimensions of a figure (figure noise) was totally uncorrelated between standard and test figures. The right panel of Fig. A1 shows the effect of varying the assumed correlation between figures of the common noise, while holding the within figure correlation constant at 0.75. Note that as the between-figure correlation increases, the predicted difference between SHAPE and SIZE Weber Fractions decreases. It is possible that some of the figure noise comes from variability in the depth interpretation of the figures. When the figures are presented simultaneously, that source of noise would be eliminated. This may lie at the root at the obtained interaction in Experiment 2 between type of task (SIZE vs. SHAPE) and mode of presentation (simultaneous vs successive). The model above applies when SIZE and SHAPE trials are presented in separate blocks of trials. To account for the fact that it does not matter if the two types of trials are intermixed or not, and that HEIGHT discrimination is intermediate between SIZE and SHAPE, it is necessary to assume that the decision variables for SHAPE and SIZE are linearly combined. Specifically, the combined decision variable D ⁄ is given by
where the weights (W SH + W SZ = 1) are inversely proportional to the variances of each decision variable. Provisionally, those variances were taken to be close to the beta 2 values corresponding to r 12 = 0.75 in Fig. A1 , left panel. Fig. A2 shows the predicted Weber Fractions for HEIGHT, SHAPE, and SIZE for two slightly different weightings of the two decision variables. The relative values of these three predicted Weber factions are in reasonably good agreement with the empirical data plotted in Figs. 6 and 7.
